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 Indian shares fluctuated before ending slightly lower on Wednesday,
with inflation and growth worries weighing on markets.

 Geopolitical tensions also intensified after U.S. President Joe Biden

pledged to send Ukraine more advanced rocket systems and munitions
to more precisely strike key targets on the battlefield.
 The dollar strengthened in international markets and U.S. treasury
yields rose, as hawkish comments from Fed Governor Christopher
Waller earlier this week caused investors to trim expectations for a
pause in the rate hike cycle after two 50 basis point hikes each this
month and next.
 Sun Pharmaceutical's share price fell on Tuesday after India's biggest
pharmaceutical company logged a consolidated net loss. Sun Pharma
recorded a March quarter consolidated net loss after tax 22.77 billion
rupees versus profit of 8.94 billion rupees year ago.

Global & Asian market overview

 European stocks closed notably lower as disappointing economic
data from the region, and rising concerns over inflation and interest
rates rendered the mood bearish. A sell-off in the U.S. market further
hurt sentiment.
 US stocks fluctuated over the course of the trading session before
ending the day mostly lower. The lower close on Wall Street may
partly have reflected a negative reaction to comments from
JPMorgan Chase (JPM) CEO Jamie Dimon, who urged investors to
Debt Market
brace Overview
for an economic hurricane.
 Asian stocks ended mixed after a private survey showed Chinese
factory activity shrank less sharply than expected in May.
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Debt Market Overview

 US Treasuries
oTreasuries showed a notable move to the downside during trading
on Wednesday, extending the pullback seen in the previous
session.Bond prices came under pressure in morning trading
and remained firmly negative throughout the afternoon. As a
result, the yield on the benchmark ten-year note, which moves
opposite of its price, advanced 8.7 basis points to 2.931 percent.
 Corporate Bond Sales
oThe sale of corporate bonds in the first two months of this fiscal
year is less than half of the number in the corresponding period
last year, as companies are holding back their borrowing plans
amid volatile interest rate movements. Borrowers are waiting
for a possible toning down of commentary by the central bank
governor in the monetary policy next week, after promising not
to "shock" the market with sharp rate changes.
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